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52a Sunday, February 16, 2014primary importance in cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions, signaling path-
ways and other crucial biological processes. We investigate the molecular
structures and conformational dynamics of the extracellular domains of the
Aplysia CAM (apCAM), by constructing and studying their atomically detailed
structural model based on homology with human neural CAM (NCAM). The
stability and dynamic properties of the apCAM domains, individually and as
a connected in the molecule, are probed and analyzed using all-atom
explicit-solvent molecular dynamics simulations. The refined structural model
reveals a specific pattern of amino acid interactions that controls the stability of
their beta-sheet reach structures, and which could affect their specific response
to environmental changes.
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Ribonucleotide Reductase (RNR) is an enzyme that catalyzes the production
of deoxyribonucletides from ribonucleotides. The active form of E. coli RNR
is comprised of two homodimeric subunits, a2 and b2, and catalysis involves
radical transfer between Y122 on the b2 subunit and C439 on the a2 subunit.
By contrast, recent structural data suggest that the dATP-inhibited (inactive)
form of the enzyme corresponds to an a4b4 ring. In this structure Y122 on the
b2 subunit and C439 on the a2 subunit are separated by more than 60
angstroms - a finding that explains, in part, why this structure is inactive.
Interestingly, in crystal structures of the inactive complex, ~27 residues
near the C-terminus the b2 subunit do not have electron density, suggesting
that these residues are disordered in the inactive form of the enzyme. This
missing ‘‘linker region’’ contains a tyrosine residue (Y356) that plays a
crucial role in radical transfer in the active complex. In this work we use
molecular simulations to explore the conformational space of these disor-
dered residues in both active and inactive models of E. coli RNR. Our
data suggest that Y356 adopts states that are inconsistent with radical transfer
in the inactive complex. These observations argue that inactivity is explained
both by the increased distance required for radical transfer, and by the rela-
tive position of crucial residues in the flexible linker region in the inactive
state.
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The TATA-binding protein (TBP) is an ancient basal transcription factor,
present in archaea and eukarya that colonize niches with temperatures
ranging from freezing to boiling. TBP consists of a conserved DNA binding
domain, flanked by variable N-terminal and C-terminal extensions [reviewed
in 1]. The DNA binding domain is composed of two ~90 amino acid direct
repeats (~40% sequence identity). Previous studies have shown that the
optimal growth temperature (OGT) of a particular organism and the melting
temperature of its TBP [2] are correlated, suggesting that temperature adap-
tation is encoded in the amino acid sequence of TBP. Global adaptation to a
particular temperature may not require that each subdomain be subject to the
same pressure, so we asked whether the N-terminal and C-terminal subdo-
mains of a collection of ten TBPs, from organisms with OGTs ranging
from 10 to 110 C, responded in the same way to increasing temperature.
We carried out standard molecular dynamics simulations at five temperatures
(273, 298, 323, 348 and 373K) in explicit solvent and 0.15M NaCl, during
50 ns for each protein, and measured the response to temperature of a collec-
tion of structural parameters. We also monitored the interactions between
subdomains, as these relate to the functional motions required for DNA bind-
ing. We identified asymmetries in the behavior of the subdomains. In hyper-
thermophiles there are more salt bridges in the C-terminal subdomain; core
packing, on the other hand, is better in the N-terminal domain. In psychro-
philes, the N-terminal subdomain has both better packing and more salt
bridges.
We thank the Centro Nacional de Superco´mputo (IPICyT), and Kan Balam
(UNAM) for computer time.
[1] Adachi N et al. (2008) Genes to Cells 13: 1127-1140.
[2] Koike H et al. (2004) Structure 12: 157-168.287-Pos Board B42
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The formation of b-sheets plays an important role in protein folding. We stud-
ied the folding dynamics of tryptophan zipper (Trpzip) peptides being ideal
simple model systems of b-hairpins stabilized by the hydrophobic interac-
tions of two cross-strand Trp-Trp pairs. Rapid heating of the solvent is
induced by a Raman-shifted Nd:YAG pulse (DT ~ 10C in 10 ns) and
ns-to-ms peptide dynamics were monitored at single wavelengths using a
quantum cascade laser tunable in the amide I region. Our isotope-edited
kinetics support a multistate dynamic behavior being consistent with a hydro-
phobic collapse hypothesis for the folding process of Trpzip2 b-hairpin var-
iants. In order to analyze hydrophobic interactions, the tryptophans in the
Trpzip2 sequence (SWTWENGKWTWK-NH2) were replaced pairwise by
either valines or tyrosines. Equilibrium CD and FTIR measurements show
lower transition temperatures for all mutants. While the Trp-Trp stabilized
peptides have different relaxation rates for the loss of sheet and gain of disor-
dered structure, our mutant studies indicate that the aromatic substitution of
Trp/Tyr results in kinetics being faster than for Trpzip2, but essentially
the same for the sheet and disordered components, with similar activation en-
ergies. However with Val substitutions, different relaxation kinetics were
found. Our time-resolved temperature-jump measurements reveal the impact
of cross-strand interactions on the folding mechanism of peptides, in partic-
ular illustrate different effects of hydrophobic versus aromatic interactions on
stability and dynamics of structure formation.
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The rates of protein conformational changes are usually not only limited by
external but also internal friction, however, the origin and significance of this
latter phenomenon is poorly understood. It is often found experimentally that
a linear fit to the reciprocal of the reaction rate as a function of the viscosity
of the external medium has a non-zero value at zero viscosity, signifying the
presence of internal friction. Furthermore, for a few proteins (including trypsin)
the temperature dependence of the internal friction was also determined, which
shows an Arrhenius-like behavior, with an activation energy in the range of tens
of kJ/mol. This indicates that the internal structural rearrangement of proteins
occurs in a rugged energy landscape. To better understand this phenomenon,
we performed molecular dynamics simulations of the conformational changes
of trypsin. The simulations allowed us to control the external viscosity over a
wide range, well exceeding the experimentally accessible values. The results
confirm not only the existence of internal friction, but also its Arrhenius-like
temperature dependence, and that the activation energy of the internal friction
is indeed several tens of kJ/mol, in good agreement with the experimentally ob-
tained values.
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Despite recent improvements in computational methods for protein design, we
still lack a fundamental understanding of protein structure and interactions even
at the scale of individual amino acids. We therefore perform Langevin dy-
namics simulations of model dipeptides that include only hard-sphere and geo-
metric constraints to gain a predictive understanding of the distributions of
backbone and side chain dihedral angles in proteins of known structure. We
study alanine, isoleucine, leucine, and phenylalanine dipeptides and identify
correlations between bond angles, backbone, and sidechain dihedral angles
as the dipeptides change from one backbone configuration to another or
between different side-chain rotamers. We also compare our results for the
backbone and side chain dihedral angle distributions to those obtained from
the latest versions of the CHARMM and AMBER force fields. Finally, we
use our hard-sphere dipeptide models to assess the change in stability of
